We present polynomial time algorithms for precedence constrained scheduling when the task graph can be partitioned into large disjoint parts by removing edges with high looseness, where the looseness of an edge is de ned as the di erence between the length of the longest path in the graph and the length of the longest path containing the edge. Our algorithm guarantees schedules within a factor 13 7 of the optimal independent of the number of processors. The best known factor for this problem and in general is 2 ? 2 p , where p is the number of processors, due to Co man-Graham. Our algorithm is unusual and considerably di erent from that of Co man-Graham and other algorithms in the literature.
Introduction
Precedence constrained scheduling is a classical NP-complete problem. In the simplest variant of this, we are given a directed acyclic graph, a number p of processors, and a deadline d which is an integer. The vertices in the graph represent unit time tasks, and the arcs indicate precedence: if there is an arc from u to v, then task u must be executed before task v. The problem is to decide if the given set of tasks can be executed in d time steps using p processors, with each processor being able to execute only one task during any time step. More formally, a length d schedule for the graph is an assignment of an integer (time) T(v) to each vertex v such that (i) 1 T(v) d, (ii) if u is a predecessor of v in the graph then T(u) < T(v), and (iii) For all i we have jfv : T(v) = igj p. The problem of determining whether length d schedules exist is known to be NP- complete 7] . Precedence constrained scheduling occurs in applications such as project management and of course parallel computing. In this paper we give approximation algorithms for a special case of the problem.
Previous Work:
A lot of work has been done on precedence constrained scheduling and its variants (e.g. when all processors are not identical, or when tasks do not all take the same time to nish, when individual tasks have separate deadlines, and so on). This paper only considers the simplest case de ned earlier.
Upper Bound Results: The best algorithm known for precedence constrained scheduling in general is due to Co man and Graham 3, 1] . This algorithm runs in polynomial time and gives a schedule whose length is guaranteed to be within a factor 2 ? 2=p of the length of the optimal (shortest length) schedule.
Earlier, polynomial time algorithms that constructed optimal schedules were developed for two cases: (i) Hu 5] gave an algorithm for the case in which the graph G is a rooted tree, and (ii) Fujii, Kasami and Ninomiya 4] gave an algorithm for the case p = 2.
It maybe noted that the Co man-Graham algorithm subsumes the algorithms of Hu as well as Fujii-Kasami-Ninomiya in that it will provide optimal schedules if the input graph is a rooted tree, or if p = 2. In fact, Co manGraham's algorithm maybe thought of as a re nement of Hu's algorithm.
The basic idea of the algorithms of Hu/Co man-Graham is very natural. Each vertex in the graph is assigned a priority which to a rst approximation is simply the length of the longest path originating at the vertex. At each time step, tasks whose predecessors have already been executed are identi ed.
From these, p highest priority tasks (as available) are executed. If more than p tasks have the highest priority, then the Co man-Graham algorithm uses more sophisticated tie-breaking schemes; whereas in Hu's algorithm any p are picked.
Lower Bound Results: It is known that unless P=NP, no polynomial time algorithm can give an approximation factor better than 4=3 7] . Charikar 2] showed that there exist graphs for which the Co man-Graham algorithm will give schedules whose length is at least a factor 2?2= p p times the length of the optimal schedule. This is an improvement and general-ization of a result of Kaufman 6] for the case p = 3. Charikar's result also applies to some other ways of selecting priorities, e.g. we could schedule vertices in increasing/decreasing order of the length of the longest path originating/terminating at the vertex.
Our Motivation: Although the Co man-Graham algorithm seems to be the best algorithm so far for precedence constrained scheduling, Charikar's result shows that we need to have a very di erent strategy to get a good approximation result for the general case (say 2? approximation for general graphs where is a constant independent of the number of processors). While FujiiKasami-Ninomiya's algorithm is quite di erent from that of Hu/Co manGraham, it appears that the central idea in it (based on nding matchings) cannot be extended for p > 2. So a new algorithmic approach is needed.
We are also motivated by the following natural question. Are there other classes of graphs for which Co man-Graham style algorithms give optimal schedules, or even schedules that have a good approximation factor?
Main Result
Our main result is a polynomial time algorithm that gives schedules that are within a factor 13/7 of the optimal provided the graph to be scheduled can be partitioned into large disjoint parts by removing edges with high looseness. We de ne the looseness of an edge as the di erence between the length of the longest path in the graph (also called the height of the graph) and the length of the longest path containing the edge.
Theorem 1 Let G = (V; E) be an n vertex DAG of height H. Let E 0 E be edges of looseness at least 1 6 min(H; n=p), where p is the number of processors. Suppose removal of E 0 partitions G into disjoint DAGs G 1 = (V 1 ; E 1 ) and G 2 = (V 2 ; E 2 ), i.e. V is the disjoint union of V 1 ; V 2 and E of E 1 ; E 2 ; E 0 such that jV 1 j ; jV 2 j n=3. Then there exists a polynomial time algorithm to schedule G such that the schedule produced has length no larger than 13 7 times the optimal.
We believe our result is interesting for three reasons. First, separable graphs may arise in practice: task graph representing a project may often be formed by collecting graphs representing subprojects. The subprojects may be connected only loosely, in the technical sense used in this paper. Second, our result may perhaps be useful a natural stepping stone towards a divide and conquer approach to the general problem. Finally, we feel our result is interesting because it is substantially di erent from the Co man-Graham algorithm. Thus we believe it hints at the kinds of algorithmic approaches that might be needed to get good approximation algorithms for the general case.
Overview
We begin with preliminaries in Section 2. Section 3 develops our main tool for generating schedules better than the obvious, the High Float Theorem. This may be of independent interest as seen in Corollary 1. Section 4 states our main observation that enables us to improve lower bounds on schedule length. Section 5 considers the problem of scheduling separable graphs and proves Theorem 1.
Preliminaries
For the rest of the paper, G; G 1 ; G 2 ; n; p; H are de ned as in the statement of Theorem 1. We will use the terms task and vertex interchangeably. We will use D(v) to denote the descendants of v, including v, and A(v) the ancestors of v including v.
We will de ne cross edges as edges which have one endpoint in G 1 and the other endpoint in G 2 . As consistent with the statement of Theorem 1 we will assume that the length of the longest path through any cross edge will be at most H ? , where 1 6 min(n=p; H).
We will use the term unconstrained schedule to mean an optimal schedule in which the number of processors is unbounded. Such schedules have been studied in the literature, and here they will serve as starting points in the construction of schedules with nite numbers of processors. It may be noted that the length of unconstrained schedules is the same as the length H of the longest path in the graph. H is also a lower bound on the length of schedules with nite number of processors. Two speci c unconstrained schedules are of interest. The eager schedule E is an unconstrained schedule in which each task is scheduled at the earliest possible time. The lazy schedule L is an unconstrained schedule in which each task is scheduled at the latest possible time. Our algorithms use E(v) and L(v), so we note that it is well known that E(v) and L(v) can be computed in linear time.
For unconstrained schedules, we can de ne operations of oating or sinking vertices. Let T be an unconstrained schedule. De ne T 0 (u) = L(u) for u 2 D(v) and T 0 (u) = T(u) otherwise. De ne T 00 (u) = E(u) for u 2 A(v) and T 00 (u) = T(u) otherwise. Clearly, T 0 and T 00 are also unconstrained schedules, and we will say that they are obtained from T by oating and sinking v respectively.
If g is subgraph or set of vertices T(g) will mean the time interval over which the vertices in g are scheduled. Likewise T ?1 (i) and T ?1 (i; j) will mean the set of vertices scheduled at time i and during the interval i; j] respectively. The \i th row of the schedule" will mean T ?1 (i). We will say that \the ith row of T is partially full" i jT ?1 (i)j < p.
List Scheduling:
Our algorithms, as well as those of Co man-Graham and Hu use the following natural framework, called list scheduling. An algorithm from this framework executes in several phases, with the ith phase of the algorithm identifying vertices that are to be assigned time i. For this, we rst identify which vertices are ready at the start of phase i: a vertex v is ready if it is itself unlabelled, and it has no unlabelled predecessors. Phase i then simply selects upto p ready vertices and for each such vertex v assigns T(v) = i. If several vertices are ready, then some priority scheme is needed to decide which ones should be selected rst. Historically 3] the priority scheme was described by putting the vertices into a priority list, and selecting vertices for execution according to their order in the list. 1 Algorithm design in this framework is simply xing the priority list. In Co man-Graham/Hu's algorithms, for example, the priority list is ordered by increasing L(v). Our algorithm for loosely connected task graphs could also be viewed as a list scheduling algorithm, but with a very di erent ordering. A schedule constructed by a list scheduling algorithm is said to be a list schedule. The proof is obvious and is omitted. 1 Hence the name list scheduling.
High Float Graphs
We show that if a graph contains many vertices with high oat, it can be scheduled well. The notion of oat is standard, and informally, the oat of a vertex characterizes the freedom available in scheduling it. It is de ned 
A weaker but simpler bound is:
Proof: The intuition is that the high oat vertices will either (a) be completely accomodated in the partially full rows created by the low oat vertices without increasing the schedule length, or (b) will reduce the number of partially full rows.
Let V 0 denote the vertices in G having oat smaller than F. Let 
From equations (3) and (4) the result follows.
A little algebra which is omitted, yields:
Corollary 1 Let G be a DAG with n vertices in which at least n vertices have oat at least n =p. Then there exists a linear time algorithm that will give a schedule within factor (2 ? ) of the optimal.
More algebra shows that 2 ? factor approximation can be obtained with just min(n; Hp) ? H nodes of oat just min(n;Hp) ?H p? 1 . These details are omitted.
Incompressible Graphs
De nition 1 Graph G is said to be (n 0 ; h) incompressible if there exist integers s + e = h such that each of at least n 0 vertices of G has a path of length at least e terminating at it and a path of length s starting at it. . But this interval must be preceded and succeeded by at least e and s rows respectively with s + e = h.
Algorithm for Separable Graphs
In this section G; G 1 ; G 2 ; n; p; H are as de ned in Theorem 1. n 6p is a parameter used by our algorithm whose precise value is xed later.
The outline of the algorithm is as follows. We rst determine if the given graph G is incompressible. If G is incompressible, then we use any list scheduling algorithm to generate a schedule for G. Else, we will show that it has a compressibility certi cate in a sense to be de ned shortly. This certi cate enables us to partition G into two subgraphs G 0 and G 00 such that (i) Both subgraphs have a large number of vertices with high oat, and (ii)
There are no edges from G 00 to G 0 . We then generate a good schedule for G simply by concatenating the schedules for G 0 and G 00 { these schedules are in turn obtained using the high oat theorem. Let X i = T 00?1 (1; x) \ G i , Z i = T 00?1 (x + 1; y ? 1) \ G i and Y i = T 00?1 (y; H) \ G i (as in Figure 1 ). Since (T 00 ; x; y) is a certi cate, we know that either jX 1 j ; jY 2 j p, or jX 2 j ; jY 1 Suppose the longest path through it in G 0 terminates on a vertex in X 1 or X 2 . Since all vertices in X 1 ; X 2 are scheduled in the interval 1; x] it follows Let H 00 be the height of G 00 . Then H 00 H ? x. The length of the longest
